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Butterflies to Spot - Katie Nolan 2021-03-04
This beautiful little book helps readers identify 60 types of butterfly. The
pages are organised by location. There's also a spotting chart and
stickers to add so you can keep track of butterflies you've spotted.
Ice Age Sticker Book - Kirsteen Robson 2014-10-27
Journey back in time with this madcap sticker book. Scenes depicting
everyday life in the Ice Age can be filled with more than 650 stickers of
hunters, woolly mammoths, sabre-toothed tigers and other animals.
Spotter's Guide for Country Walks - Karen Goaman 1983

Bird Spotter - Robyn Swift 2019-03
Ideal for any budding birdwatchers, this book encourages children to get
outside and spot birds in the wild! Packed with useful information about
how to get started, as well as a comprehensive field guide section full of
expert tips on how to identify a species when they're out and about. This
book is the perfect introduction to birdwatching for children aged 8-12!
The Curious Bird Lover's Handbook - Niall Edworthy 2018-02-27
'A revelation for anyone with the slightest interest in the feathered
friends visiting their gardens' - Garden News You don't have to be a
dedicated birdwatcher to be a bird lover. Millions of us love the sight and
sound of them. And yet most of us know very little about their
remarkable behaviour, incredible diversity and the story of their
evolution. This handbook sets about answering every interesting
question there is to ask about birds. How do migrating birds know where
to go? Are birds really descended from dinosaurs? How do birds have
sex? There are over 10,000 species in the world, including over 500 in
Britain, some rare and endangered, some bizarre and beautiful, others
common and familiar. As this captivating and often humorous handbook
reveals, all of them are fascinating. Filled with beautiful illustrations, The
Curious Bird Lover's Handbook is perfect for experienced twitchers and
those who are simply captivated by the beauty of birds and would like to

Spotter's Guide to Butterflies - George Edward Hyde 2000
Find out about birds and how they live. Get to know them by their
colours, their feathers, their beaks, their feet, their nests and their eggs.
Spotter's Guide to Birds - Peter Holden 1978
199 Birds - Hannah Watson 2018-06
This picture reference book contains exactly 199 images of birds with
their name. An essential for spotting birds and learning about these
wonderful creatures.
Guide to Birds - Neil Ardley 1979
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learn more about them. - The hardback edition titled "Bald Coot and
Screaming Loon" was published in 2009. This paperback edition has
been updated and includes a new foreword from the author.
RSPB Pocket Guide to British Birds - Marianne Taylor 2022-09-27
A compact, lightweight and informative guide to 310 of the most common
birds found in the UK. RSPB Pocket Guide to British Birds is a compact,
lightweight and informative field guide, featuring 310 bird species
regularly seen in the UK. Species are illustrated in all distinct plumage
forms likely to be observed in the wild by renowned bird artist Stephen
Message, and a detailed distribution map for the British Isles is also
provided. Concise text covers appearance, behaviour and voice –
focusing on key identification points – and also outlines where you will
find the species, describes its seasonal movements and includes the
latest UK population data. Finally, confusion species are crossreferenced, with their most important and easily noted differences from
the subject species described. A comprehensive introduction provides a
guide on how and where to find birds, and how to make the most useful
and rewarding observations for newcomers to birdwatching. Uniquely,
this guide also provides images and descriptions for not only a selection
of rarer visitors, but also for a range of domestic species and certain
commonly observed aberrant forms of more familiar birds, all of which
are omitted from most field guides but can cause great confusion for
beginners when encountered in the wild.
Birds - Peter Holden 2006
The 'Usborne Spotter's Guides' series offers enthusiasts a range of
pocket-sized field guides that help identify animals, plants, minerals and
astronomical objects. Each title contains glossaries, maps, reference
materials and illustrations.
My First Book of Birds - Anonymous 2019-04
The perfect gift for any young bird-watcher, this beautifully illustrated
spotter guide is an ideal introduction to garden birds. Illustrated in a
bright, contemporary style, this modern guide to the most common
garden birds is packed with information and fun facts - everything you
need to know to help you learn about and identify birds. With key facts
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about size, habitat, diet and population, there are detailed descriptions of
each bird and tips to help you spot them in your own park or garden.
Birds to Spot - Sam Smith 2019-04-04
This little book is filled with charming illustrations of 60 different types
of birds to spot. Short descriptions provide extra information and explain
what to look and listen out for, and children can keep track of the birds
they have seen using the stickers to fill in the spotters chart inside.
Birds of the Mediterranean - Paul Sterry 2004
Covering all the species of birds occurring in the areas bordering the
Mediterranean, this guide is illustrated throughout with stunning
photographs. The regions examined cover some of the most distinctive
and birdrich habitats in Europe, the Middle East and North Africa, places
as popular with sun-seeking holidaymakers as they are with birders.
Designed to appeal to both audiences, the guide features photographs of
the region's birdlife, with concise descriptive text on facing pages.
Digital manipulation of the photographs has been used to ensure a
consistent depiction of light conditions, making comparisons between the
images easier.
Country Walks - Karen Goaman 2009
Young children will love identifying over 100 species of birds, mammals,
insects, flowers and trees that can be found during a normal country
walk.
Look Inside Nature - Minna Lacey 2018-04
An inspiring book that explores the wonders of nature, with gorgeous
illustrations and ingenious flaps. Look up in the trees, behind the reeds
or under the ground to see what's living there, and discover how plants
grow and make seeds. Full of surprises and beautifully designed flaps to
keep enquiring minds entertained. Over 50 flaps of different sizes and
shapes to open and one big gatefold. Young readers can discover
amazing facts about birds, insects, mammals and reptiles, how they hunt,
fight and build homes, where they live and how they care for their young.
Woodland Life - Sue Jacquemier 2009-01-01
A brand new title from the popular Spotter's Guides series, this
accurately illustrated and easy-to-use book is the essential companion for
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everyone who enjoys nature and has ever asked, "What's that?" Young
nature enthusiasts will love learning to identify over 140 flowers, trees,
birds, insects and other woodland wildlife. Ideal field guides for both
children and adults and incredible value for money.
A Short, Hopeful Guide to Climate Change - Oisín McGann
2022-04-26
What is Climate Change? How can it be stopped? And what can young
people do to help the fight? Author Oisín McGann explains Climate
Change science, and encourages young people to be part of positive
change by getting involved in the global movement to fight humanity's
biggest challenge. Relentless negative news stories about Climate
Change are a source of anxiety for many young people, while others
simply disengage from what seems like a hopeless situation. This book
presents an optimistic, hopeful vision of a world engaged in a huge
collective effort to build a better, more sustainable future for everyone.
Published in collaboration with Friends of the Earth, this might be the
most eco-friendly children's book ever published! Vegan inks, sustainably
produced with all recycled materials and fully recyclable: this book is
part of the solution.
National Trust: Robins, Wrens and Other British Birds - 2017-03-02

herons along the coasts and in the woodlands, meadows, and marshes of
Cape Ann, Cape Cod, the Great Marsh, Mount Auburn Cemetery, the
Quabbin wilderness, Mount Wachusett, and elsewhere. With style,
humor, and a sense of wonder, Nelson blends his field adventures with a
history of the birding community; natural and cultural history; bird
stories from authors such as Henry David Thoreau, Emily Dickinson, and
Mary Oliver; current scientific research; and observations about the
fascinating habits of birds and their admirers. These essays are capped
off with a plea for bird conservation, in Massachusetts and beyond.
Nature Spotter - DK 2021-05-06
Discover over 120 species of plants, birds, insects and animals! What
birds can you hear right now? What trees are growing at your school?
Where do badgers hide during the daytime? With this amazing nature
book, you'll unlock all the wildlife spotting skills you need to find out!
Learn how to unravel the mysteries of the world around you with this fun
field e-guide to the wild world of Britain and northern Europe. This ebook
is the only tool you need to become a real nature expert: use it as a
wildlife encyclopedia, get ideas for fun activities, and learn how to spot
different animals in their natural habitats. Read at home to learn fun
facts about all sorts of incredible wildlife, and check out beautiful photos
and illustrations of your favourite animals. You'll also get great tips you
can use on your travels - like how to look carefully in all the right places,
so you can spot animals that most people would miss!
Bugs & Insects - Anthony Wootton 2006
The 'Usborne Spotter's Guides' series offers enthusiasts a range of
pocket-sized field guides that help identify animals, plants, minerals and
astronomical objects. This title contains detailed descriptions of more
than 160 insect species.
Scottish Wild Flowers - Michael Scott 2011
"In association with Plantlife Scotland."
100 Animals to Spot at the Zoo - Phillip Clarke 2009-01-01
A set of cards providing facts and figures about zoo animals.
Spotter's Guide to Sea & Freshwater Birds - Joe Blossom 1981

50 Birds to Spot - USBORNE 2007
Intended for spotters both young and old, this title contains cards, each
covering a different species of tree, flower or bird, illustrating its
distinguishing features and statistics such as size and habitat to allow
young nature enthusiasts to spot them more easily. It also features
illustrations.
Flight Calls - John R. Nelson 2019-08-23
The paths of different birds look like double helixes, flowing strands of
hair, and migrating serpents, and they beckon with calls that have
definite meanings. These mysterious creatures inspire growing numbers
of birders in their passionate pursuit of new species, and writer John R.
Nelson is no exception. In Flight Calls, he takes readers on explorations
to watch, hear, and know Massachusetts's hummingbirds, hawks, and
birds-usborne-spotters-guide
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Spotter's Guide to Urban Wildlife - Diana Shipp 2000
This title is part of the New Spotter's Guides series offering enthusiasts,
keen to discover the many fascinating aspects of the natural world, a
pocket-sized field guide. Each title contains spotters' score cards,
glossaries, maps, reference materials and illustrations of 100-200
species.
Flowers - Philip Clarke 2006-03-01
Part of an informative series of sticker books, this title contains over 100
full-colour stickers that children can match to the illustrations. It doubles
as a spotters' guide, with descriptions that allow children to seek out and
identify various species and learn about key aspects of natural history. It
includes a glossary of relevant words.
Simon & Schuster Children's Guide to Insects and Spiders - Jinny
Johnson 1996
Provides an introduction to more than 100 insects and arachnids, giving
general information about family characteristics and habits, and more
specific facts about some species.
My First Book of Garden Birds - Mike Unwin 2006
With attractive, child-friendly illustrations and simple, accessible and
informative text, this title provides an ideal introduction to the 20 most
common British garden birds.
Woodland Life to Spot - Kate Nolan 2021-03-04
A handy mini spotters' guide to woodland wildlife,with colourful
illustrations and stickers. Perfect for budding nature enthusiasts, this
informative book helps readers identify wildlife that they might spot
whilst exploring in the woods. It contains 60 different animals and plants
to spot, with a beautiful illustration and a description for each one. The
pages are organised by location, showing what children might spot on
the forest floor, in the treetops, and in different kinds of woodland, such
as pine forests. There's also a spotting chart and stickers to add so
children can keep track of the wildlife they've spotted.
Spotter's Guide to Birds of North America - P. Burton 1990-12-31
Aids in the identification of North American birds, describing their
appearance, behavior, natural habitat, and rarity, and showing how to
birds-usborne-spotters-guide

systematize avian groups and attract different specimens for observation.
199 Things on the Farm - Holly BATHIE 2018-03
This beautifuly illustrated picture word book contains exactly 199
labelled images of things to be found on a farm. Lots to look at and talk
about, this is a great way to extend and broaden children's vocabulary
and knowledge of different environments. A neat and practical format,
perfect for taking on holiday. Part of the '199 Things' series, which
includes '199 Things under the sea', '199 Things in the Garden' and '199
Animals'.
Look Inside the Woods - Minna Lacey 2021
Look through the trees, see under leaves and discover what's lurking
behind the bushes in this beautifully illustrated flap-book. Young nature
lovers will enjoy opening the flaps to discover hidden animals and
amazing facts. Look out for birds, squirrels, foxes and bears and find out
how trees and woods help make our planet a better place to live.
Pocket Birds of Canada - 2016-04-05
Sibley's Backyard Birds - David Allen Sibley 2010-09
Featuring the top 100 bird species in eastern and western North
America, these high-quality, illustrated posters include a selection of
beautifully rendered paintings designed to highlight the intricate details
of each bird. Both male and female birds are represented in relative
scale, offering birdwatchers the opportunity to view the most common
birds at a glance and giving an accurate impression of the differences in
sizes. To aid in identification, birds are arranged by type?from blackbirds
to woodpeckers to songbirds, and beyond. Using the foothills of the
Rocky Mountains as the dividing line for east and west, these essential
guides can be used for easy identification of backyard birds in North
America. These meticulously detailed posters make remarkable additions
to any birder's reference collection.
Birds of Prey - Peter Holden 2006
The 'Usborne Spotter's Guides' series offers enthusiasts a range of
pocket-sized field guides that help identify animals, plants, minerals and
astronomical objects. Each title contains glossaries, maps, reference
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Spotter's Sticker Guides - Su Swallow 2010-06-25
A new title in this exciting and informative series of books containing
over 100 full-colour stickers that children can match to the illustrations.
A beautifully illustrated sticker book that doubles as a spotters' guide,
with accurate and simple descriptions that allow children to seek out and
identify a plethora of species and learn all about key aspects of natural
history. Space is allocated to each illustration so that details of when and
where each butterfly was spotted can be inserted. Also contains a
glossary of relevant words. Small size allows the books to fit neatly into a
pocket so children can spot on the go

materials and illustrations.
The Night Sky - Nigel Henbest 2001-06-01
Features tips on observing the heavens and presents facts on the
constellations, stars, planets, comets, asteroids, meteors, eclipses, and
artificial satellites.
Trees to Spot - Sam Smith 2019-04-04
This little book is filled with charming illustrations of 60 different types
of trees to spot. Short descriptions provide extra information, and
children can keep track of the trees they have seen using the stickers to
fill in the spotters chart inside.
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